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During a March 2017 meeting with CEOs representing American and German firms,1
President Donald Trump went big on apprenticeships: He committed—seemingly
offhandedly—to creating 5 million new apprenticeships in five years.2 In June, the
president signed an executive order to expand apprenticeship programs. Since then,
the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL), under the leadership of Secretary Alexander
Acosta, has been working to carry out the provisions of the order, including by establishing the Task Force on Apprenticeship Expansion and developing a new category of
industry-recognized apprenticeship programs.3
Congress has also taken steps to expand access to apprenticeship programs. Over
the past few years, members of Congress have introduced a flurry of apprenticeship bills and have twice appropriated new funding to support apprenticeships.4
More recently, in December 2017, House Republicans on the Education and the
Workforce Committee unveiled their vision for reauthorizing the Higher Education
Act of 1965. For the first time, the legislation included a new title on expanding
access to apprenticeship programs.5
The energy around apprenticeship programs—which combine paid on-the-job training and classroom instruction—is encouraging. But the devil is in the details. Creating
5 million apprenticeships is a tall order in a nation that currently has only roughly
500,000 apprentices.6 Therefore, it is critical that the administration take care to grow
these programs thoughtfully and include safeguards to ensure the programs created are
high-quality and meet the needs of workers and employers alike.
This issue brief describes why the current apprenticeship system is successful. It also
reviews the actions taken so far by the Trump administration, Obama administration, and Congress to expand apprenticeship, making the case for maintaining—and
even strengthening—the quality of apprenticeship programs as policymakers seek to
expand their use in the United States.
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The Registered Apprenticeship system protects
workers and helps ensure program quality
The Registered Apprenticeship system was first established 80 years ago under the
National Apprenticeship Act, also known as the Fitzgerald Act.7 While apprenticeships
had existed for centuries before the law was enacted, the Fitzgerald Act ushered in the
era of the modern apprenticeship by enacting labor standards to “safeguard the welfare of
apprentices.” The regulations established under the act require apprenticeship program
sponsors—typically employers or unions—to meet certain requirements in order for the
DOL to recognize their programs.8 For example, these programs must involve employers; offer structured on-the-job training and related technical or academic classroom
instruction; and have a progressively increasing schedule of wages.9 Registered programs
culminate in a nationally portable and recognized credential issued by the DOL.
Today, Registered Apprenticeship is widely considered an effective training strategy
that leads to quality employment, equips workers with job-relevant skills, and helps
employers meet their current and future workforce needs. The underpinning of all
Registered Apprenticeship programs in the United States continues to be the labor
standards that exist to safeguard workers’ welfare. Because of these standards, apprenticeships are lauded by policymakers, employers, workers, and other stakeholders as
the gold standard of worker training.
Although the Registered Apprenticeship system has been around for decades, policymakers have only recently begun to make investments to expand the model. Since
2015, the Obama administration, Congress, state and local governments, and private
foundations have made unprecedented investments to grow apprenticeship programs.10 At the federal level, since 2015, the Obama administration and Congress
made $265 million available in the form of grants and contracts to expand apprenticeship programs.11 Federal dollars have also gone to states to catalyze new efforts to
expand apprenticeship; to contracts to expand apprenticeships to new industries and
expand access for groups that have historically been left behind, such as women and
people of color; and to efforts to make related instruction more affordable, among
other priorities.12 These investments have spurred or been made in addition to investments at the state and local levels to establish new apprenticeship pathways.13 Recent
data show that these efforts have begun to pay off. The number of apprentices in the
United States grew from roughly 375,000 in 2013 to more than half a million in 2016.14

Administrative action on apprenticeship
President Trump’s June 2017 executive order called on the administration to take
several steps to further expand apprenticeships. The order directed members of
President Trump’s Cabinet to use existing funding sources to promote apprenticeships; expand access to underrepresented groups, including high school students,
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the formerly incarcerated, disconnected youth, and veterans; and support incorporating apprenticeships at postsecondary educational institutions. The order also
established a new Task Force charged with identifying “strategies and proposals to
promote apprenticeships.”15 The Task Force’s duties include reporting on strategies
to establish new industry-recognized apprenticeships.
When the task force met for the first time in November, Secretary Acosta kicked
off the convening by asserting that the Registered Apprenticeship system “does not
work” and that a parallel “industry-recognized” apprenticeship system is needed to
scale apprenticeship programs nationwide.16 This move to establish industry-recognized apprenticeship programs is perhaps the most significant shift from Obama
administration policy. These programs would be certified by third parties—including trade or industry groups, companies, nonprofits, unions, and joint labor-management organizations—instead of the DOL.
President Trump’s executive order allows the secretary of labor to promulgate regulations to determine how third parties can recognize these programs; to establish
guidelines or requirements for third parties to follow in recognizing these new programs; to explore how these programs might be considered for expedited registration; and to establish a program review process. The order also permits the secretary
to maintain the existing system for employers who wish to continue using it. This
suggests that the industry-recognized apprenticeship system would run parallel to
the Registered Apprenticeship system.17
While the administration appears to be moving forward with plans to overhaul what
it has deemed an ineffective Registered Apprenticeship system, it has neglected to
articulate clearly the barriers that it perceives are holding back apprenticeship growth,
or a vision for expansion that would not undermine existing programmatic standards.
Moreover, it is possible that the administration, in its effort to reform the existing system, could ultimately weaken labor standards and the protections that ensure apprenticeship programs lead to good outcomes for workers.

Industry-recognized apprenticeship would undermine
the Registered Apprenticeship system
If the Registered Apprenticeship system is, as Secretary Acosta says, broken, it remains
unclear why the administration is not focusing its efforts on reforming the current
system but instead on creating a new system that is duplicative of the existing one. By
establishing a parallel system, the administration risks compromising program quality
among new programs and Registered Apprenticeships alike.
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Creating confusion among employers and workers
and undermining credential portability
The Registered Apprenticeship credential sends an important labor market signal for
both workers and employers. For workers, the credential aids in labor market mobility,
demonstrating to potential employers that workers have the skills and experience necessary to do the job. Similarly, employers rely on the credential to indicate what skills,
knowledge, and abilities a worker possesses.
Creating a parallel system using the same term—apprenticeship—will likely breed
confusion among employers and workers. It will make it more difficult for employers
to discern whether a worker who has completed an apprenticeship program received
training that meets rigorous standards or whether they participated in a lower-quality
program that goes by the same name. Such confusion will almost certainly make the
credential less portable across employers and geographic regions.

Undermining program quality
Currently, the DOL, or a state agency acting on the department’s behalf, has the power
to recognize apprenticeship programs and to hold them accountable for meeting and
maintaining certain quality standards. By comparison, the order directs the secretary
of labor to establish guidelines or requirements third parties can or must follow to
ensure that industry-recognized programs meet quality standards.18 This language suggests that third parties could have substantial discretion in determining the standards
underpinning industry-recognized apprenticeships, potentially with little federal
oversight and fewer opportunities for enforcement.

Registered Apprenticeship standards
A Registered Apprenticeship program, defined by the DOL, is a program
that meets the terms and conditions for qualification, recruitment, selection, employment, and training as required under federal regulations.
Those regulations state that an apprenticeship program must have
standards that address a range of issues, including:
• The apprentice’s employment and training in a specific skilled
occupation
• The duration of an apprenticeship, including whether the program
is time- or competency-based
• The work processes for which an apprentice will be given supervised
training
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• The structured, related instruction that will be provided by a
qualified instructor
• Wage progression tied to skills mastery, beginning at least at the
federal minimum wage
• The ratio of apprentices to journey workers
• Federal recognition of program completion, as embodied by a
certificate of completion issued by the DOL
• Compliance with Equal Employment Opportunity regulations
governing Registered Apprenticeship programs
• The existence of an apprenticeship agreement between an
apprentice and sponsor19
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This development is concerning given that President Trump’s June executive order
also put forth a new definition of apprenticeship that is ambiguous on several key elements of apprenticeship programs. The executive order describes apprenticeship as an
“arrangement that includes a paid-work component and an educational and instructional component, wherein an individual obtains workplace-relevant knowledge and
skills.”20 The order is silent on key elements of Registered Apprenticeship, including
wage progression; whether these programs pay at least the minimum wage; the skills
an apprentice will learn on the job; the manner in which these skills are obtained; and
what credential apprentices will earn at the end of the program.21

Opening the door to federal dollars while relaxing quality assurance
At the same time the DOL is potentially seeking to relax the standards governing
apprenticeship programs, the executive order indicates that these programs should
have greater access to federal funding sources. Additionally, during the Task Force
meeting, Education Secretary Betsy DeVos suggested that greater flexibility in higher
education was needed to help promote apprenticeship expansion.22
Increasing federal resources to support apprenticeship programs is a worthwhile
goal, one that the Center for American Progress has strongly supported.23 While
there are already several federal funding sources that could be used to support
apprenticeship programs—such as the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act
and, in some instances, federal student aid programs24—there is currently no ongoing funding source dedicated solely to apprenticeship programs. Congress has done
its part by appropriating funding for apprenticeships in the past two spending bills,
but dedicated, reliable funding is necessary to make program growth sustainable.
When those investments are coupled with efforts to weaken federal oversight, however, there is heightened potential for waste or abuse, which in this case will surely
come at the expense of workers.

Compromising goals to expand apprenticeships
to new industries and new populations
In addition to the administration’s efforts to create a parallel apprenticeship track, in
September, the DOL canceled several contracts intended to help improve diversity in
apprenticeship programs and expand apprenticeship programs into new industries.
In an October letter to Secretary Acosta, Sen. Patty Murray (D-WA), and Rep. Rosa
DeLauro (D-CT) expressed concern about the cancellations and urged the secretary
to “continue funding what we know works.”25 While the DOL has reinstated several
intermediary contracts, it has not yet committed to continuing to fund state grants
authorized by Congress. It remains unclear whether the administration will continue
to actively pursue the Obama administration’s goal to both “double and diversify”
apprenticeship programs.26
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Congressional action on apprenticeship
In addition to a flurry of bills that members of the House and Senate have introduced
in recent years, Congress has provided direct support to expand apprenticeship in its
two most recent full-year spending bills.27 Congress’ action thus far has been crucial to
helping increase the number of apprenticeships nationwide. Funding has helped states
kick-start new apprenticeship initiatives and has helped the DOL pursue important
goals around expanding apprenticeship into new industries and increasing access for
underrepresented groups.28
More recently, the House Committee on Education and the Workforce has sought
to embed apprenticeship programs into the Higher Education Act, proposing a
new title in the act’s reauthorization legislation: “Expanding Access to In-Demand
Apprenticeships.”29 This title would establish a competitive grant program that supports
higher education and employer partnerships dedicated to creating new industry-led earnand-learn programs. Funding awarded to these partnerships would be used to purchase
equipment and student supplies; reimburse up to 50 percent of student wages; develop
industry-specific programs; help industry experts transition to an academic setting; and
pay for costs related to industry-recognized certifications. Additionally, the title would
create a new business-led review panel responsible for reviewing grant applications and
making recommendations to the secretary of education.30
While Congress’ acknowledgement of work-based learning is encouraging, the
legislation as currently drafted falls short. At the most basic level, the bill appears to
conflate earn-and-learn strategies with apprenticeship programs. Apprenticeship is
an earn-and-learn model; thus, these terms are not interchangeable. The bill does
not include any references to Registered Apprenticeship, instead opting to refer to
apprenticeships more generally without offering a definition. And while the bill does
outline what it considers to be an earn-and-learn strategy,31 similar to Trump’s executive order, the definition is ambiguous when it comes to the wages an apprentice
can earn and how the training will be structured and delivered. Unlike the executive
order, however, the House bill requires these programs to culminate in a recognized
postsecondary credential.32
It is unclear what purpose the business-led review panel would serve beyond adding another layer of bureaucracy to the grant-making process. Federal agencies are
frequently tasked with designing, reviewing, awarding, and overseeing grant programs
and are certainly equipped to fill this role themselves. Moreover, a business-led panel
reviewing grants to business and higher education partnerships could create conflicts
of interest. For example, a conflict could arise if a trade association is charged with
reviewing an application that involves one of its members.
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Finally, the grant program fails to include two essential partners for apprenticeship
programs: the DOL and labor unions. The bill suggests that the program would be
entirely administered by the Department of Education, despite the DOL’s experience
administering apprenticeship programs. The bill also fails to spell out a role for organized labor, which has been responsible not only for sponsoring many of the apprenticeship programs that exist today but also for sustaining and advancing the model
over the past several decades.
In its current form, the bill would potentially create additional confusion for employers and workers, as well as result in lower-quality apprenticeship programs.

The Trump administration and Congress
should expand apprenticeship responsibly
To be sure, the Registered Apprenticeship system is not without flaws. Too few
employers participate; programs are still largely confined to a handful of industries;
and far too often, women and people of color are unable to gain equitable access
to these programs. Unfortunately, the Task Force, June executive order, and recent
congressional proposals are unlikely to meaningfully address any of these problems. In
fact, a parallel track that lacks adequate worker protections could ultimately lead to a
new problem: the proliferation of low-quality programs that do not offer the skills or
wages for which apprenticeships are known.

Learning from apprenticeship expansion in the United Kingdom
The United Kingdom’s example shows that well-intentioned efforts
to expand apprenticeship programs can lead to unintended consequences if not pursued carefully. Since 2005, the British government
has worked to expand apprenticeships, committing £1 billion in
funding in 2009. Over time, its annual investment in apprenticeships
has grown to nearly £1.5 billion.33 In 2015, the government set a goal
of creating 3 million apprenticeships by 2020.34 Studies conducted by
independent researchers35 and by the Committee of Public Accounts36
in 2015 and 2016, respectively, revealed that the government’s focus
on apprenticeship had largely revolved around increasing program
quantity, not improving program quality. As a result, the United
Kingdom experienced a proliferation of lower-quality apprenticeship
programs. A Sutton Trust report found that 60 percent of apprenticeship programs in the United Kingdom were at the intermediate level,
providing little in terms of increasing lifetime earnings beyond high
school.37 Additionally, British news outlets reported incidences of
employers gaming the apprenticeship system to access federal funds.
For instance, a government website hosted an advertisement for apprentice sandwich artists at a popular fast food chain who would be
paid just £3.50 an hour.38
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Over the past several years, the United Kingdom has taken steps to
improve program quality. In 2013, then-Prime Minister David Cameron announced a set of reforms to the apprenticeship system. Those
reforms included establishing the Trailblazers program, which brings
together groups of employers to develop apprenticeship standards for
occupations within their industries; establishing new math and English
language arts requirements; setting minimum program length at one
year; and establishing minimum program standards.39 The government
also established a new Institute for Apprenticeship40 that helps ensure
quality program standards.41
More recently, in an effort to help expand apprenticeship programs, the
federal government implemented a new apprenticeship levy whereby
companies that pay more than £3 million annually in wages must pay
0.5 percent of that amount into a training fund. The British government
pays an additional 10 percent on top of what employers contribute.42
The 2015 and 2016 studies suggest that the process of boosting
program quality is ongoing, but these actions to reform the system by
introducing safeguards are a step in the right direction.
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Rather than focusing on expanding programs of questionable quality, the administration and Congress should seek to address some of the real challenges holding apprenticeship programs back in the United States. To that end, policymakers should seek to
strengthen program quality and make it easier for employers and workers to engage in
high-quality apprenticeship programs.
Policymakers should seek to facilitate the expansion of apprenticeships into new
industries—such as health care, information technology, financial services, and child
care—through targeted grant-making and the provision of technical guidance and
assistance. Policymakers should also work to ensure equitable access to apprenticeship
programs and to improve completion rates among women and people of color, who far
too often are found either in the lowest paying occupations or left out of apprenticeship programs altogether.43 The administration can help ensure more equal access by
continuing to support equity intermediary contracts that are intended to make apprenticeships more diverse. The administration can, for example, require apprenticeship
grantees to prioritize outreach and supports to help underrepresented groups enroll
and complete programs and enforce equal opportunity employment rules governing
apprenticeship programs.
The administration and Congress can also encourage employers to increase investments in their workforce by providing incentives such as seed funding for new programs, targeted tax credits, and investments in labor-management-led workforce
intermediaries. These investments can help minimize the costs and risks to employers
interested in starting apprenticeship programs. Intermediaries in particular can help
employers navigate the registration and curriculum development processes.44
Policymakers should also be clear in defining what programs federal legislation or
administrative action will support. For example, if Congress seeks to fund earn-and-learn
programs instead of apprenticeship programs, the law should be clear on the distinctions.
To the extent that the process of registering apprenticeship programs is too complicated for employers, the administration and Congress should seek to reform registration in a manner that does not compromise program quality or quality assurance or
otherwise harm workers.

Conclusion
Registered Apprenticeship programs are an important tool to help raise workers’
wages, equip them with in-demand skills, and meet employer needs. These programs
are effective because of the rules of the road that guide their development and execution. Workers need these safeguards to ensure that they are being paid for their work,
receiving job-relevant training, and earning a credential that has labor market value.
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The administration and Congress have rightly recognized that apprenticeship strategies are effective for workers and employers alike. However, recent efforts to grow
these programs appear to be coming at the expense of the quality standards essential to
their success. Policymakers owe it to workers and employers to get the details right.
Angela Hanks is the associate director of Workforce Development Policy for Economic Policy
at the Center for American Progress.
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